
HOW THE 13 COLONIES WERE NAMED

How the 13 Colonies Were Named The first thirteen colonies were either named after people, Indian names or, places in
England. The original states/colonies.

By , the regions had evolved into two distinct societies. Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania was founded by William
Penn in when he created the first settlement, which was called Philadelphia. A democracy is a government in
which people rule themselves. Vermont: March 4,  North Carolina became a state on November 21,  The word
spa comes from this eastern Belgian town, whose curative mineral springs have been visited since the 16th
century and were even mentioned by Pliny the Elder. It became a state on July 25  Find out when the rest of
the United States joined the Union. Maryland: Lord Baltimore founded the city of Baltimore in  The colony
joined the Union on June 25, At that time, America was dominated by Dutch and French traders and a native
population not-so-friendly with most of the settlers. Protestantism is a branch within Christianity; this was
mostly participated during the 16th century It became a state on May 23,  The Oxford History of the American
People. France also held some land, which was fought over in the French and Indian War. It was a vast
wilderness filled with native tribes and wildlife. This war was called the American Revolutionary War.
Maryland became known for its policy of religious toleration for all. Puritans who thought that Massachusetts
was not pious enough formed the colonies of Connecticut and New Haven the two combined in  A majority of
these immigrants came from England. Army operated a hour checkpoint during World War II. This may have
shielded the islands from centuries of follow-up explorers, but it also literally gives them a bad name. They
ruled themselves by using the laws of society. The learning curve often showed through how some situations
were handled throughout colonial history. Either way, the city became the source of scandal in when its
then-mayor, Huseyin Kalkan, threatened to sue Warner Bros. It became a state on December 18,  Soon the
struggle for land began, and it lasted over years. The Southern colonies were developed for freedom of
economic opportunity. The climate also affected the different turnout of the north and the south. The
Declaration of Independence , issued on July 4, , enumerated the reasons the Founding Fathers felt compelled
to break from the rule of King George III and parliament to start a new nation. The colonists had voted for
many certain laws. It became a state on January 9,  It was not until the Duke of York was granted the former
Dutch territory in that significant settlements were created in this area. This led to war between Great Britain
and its former colonies. Why Blueberry in the first place, you ask? New England was colonized for Freedom
of Worship and freedom of political thought. Examining the three sets of colonies will prove that they were all
different in religion, government, and ways of expansion As a result, slavery played an important role in the
development of the Carolina colony. The colonies said they were independent of Great Britain on July 4, , in
the Declaration of Independence. They eventually gave the land to England. Once the Americas were
discovered, many places wanted to settle here, including England. For the people of Europe the Americas was
a place to prosper, worship in there own way, and expand there kingdoms. These pioneers were making their
homes in uncharted land before the days of email and world phones.


